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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we study the cooperative output regulation problem for linear time-delay multi-agent
systems subject to jointly connected switching network. We first establish two lemmas that lay the
foundation for solving the problem and then present the solution to the problem by both the dynamic
state feedback control law and the dynamic measurement output feedback control law. Our results not
only extend the existing results on linear multi-agent systems without time-delay to linear time-delay
multi-agent systems, but also lead to the solution of the leader-following consensus problem of some
typical linear time-delay multi-agent systems.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The cooperative output regulation problem aims to design a
distributed control law for a multi-agent system to drive the
tracking error of the output of each follower to the origin
asymptotically while rejecting some classes of external dis-
turbances. The problem can be viewed as a generalization of some
cooperative control problems such as leader-following consensus,
synchronization, and formation in that it handles heterogeneous
multi-agent systems, rejects disturbances, allows the leader's sig-
nal to be a class of signals generated by a so-called exosystem. The
cooperative output regulation problem has been studied by two
approaches, namely distributed observer approach [1–3] and dis-
tributed internal model approach [4,5]. However, so far, all these
papers have assumed that the systems under consideration do not
contain any type of time-delays. In practice, time-delays are
inevitable in a networked system, and excessively large time-
delays may destroy the stability of a well designed control system.
Therefore, in this paper, we will further study the cooperative
output regulation problem for linear multi-agent systems with
input time-delays.

An advantage of the distributed observer approach is that it can
effectively handle the case where the communication network is
switching satisfying the jointly connected condition in [2]. A

distributed observer is a networked dynamic compensator and has
the property that the state of each subsystem of the observer will
asymptotically approach the state of the leader system. As a result,
those followers which cannot access leader's signal can make use
of the estimated leader's signals in their control loop. In this paper,
we will also adopt the distributed observer approach to studying
our problem. However, due to the presence of input time-delays,
the method developed in [2] cannot be applied directly to our
current problem. We need to establish some general theory for
handling the cooperative output regulation problem of linear
time-delay multi-agent systems. In particular, we need to establish
some lemmas to guarantee the exponential stability of a class of
time-delay lower triangular systems.

For the past decade, the consensus problem of multi-agent
systems with time-delays has been studied in numerous papers.
The attention was first given to the leaderless consensus problem.
For example, for single-integrator and double-integrator multi-
agent systems with constant communication time-delay, the lea-
derless consensus problem was studied in [6] and [7] under static
and undirected communication network, respectively, and for
high-order linear multi-agent systems with both input and com-
munication time-delays, the leaderless consensus problem was
studied in [8] under static and directed communication network,
and the leaderless consensus problem of single-integrator and
second-order multi-agent systems with the communication time-
delay under switching communication network was studied in [9]
and [10,11], respectively. On the other hand, some results on the
leader-following consensus problem of multi-agent systems with
time-delays were worked out. For example, the leader-following
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consensus problem of double-integrator multi-agent systems with
diverse constant input time-delays under static communication
network was studied in [12], and the leader-following consensus
problem of double-integrator multi-agent systems with time-
varying communication time-delays was dealt with in [13] and
[14] under balanced switching communication network and fre-
quently connected communication network, respectively.

To our knowledge, there is no result on the leader-following
consensus problem of linear multi-agent systems with input time-
delays subject to jointly connected communication network. Thus,
as will be seen in Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2, a special case of our main
result solves, for the first time, the leader-following consensus
problem for a class of linear multi-agent systems with input time-
delays under the jointly connected communication network.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
the precise problem formulation for cooperative output regulation
for linear time-delay multi-agent systems. In Section 3, some
technical lemmas are established. Section 4 gives our main result.
Section 5 specializes the main result to the leader-following con-
sensus problem. Two examples are used to illustrate our design in
Section 6. The paper is concluded by some concluding remarks in
Section 7. Finally, we note that a preliminary version of the paper
appeared in [15].

Notation: 1N is a column vector of dimension N with all its
elements being 1 and C denotes the complex plane. For
xiARni ; i¼ 1;…;m; colðx1;…; xmÞ ¼ ðxT1;…; xTmÞT . For any positive
scalar τ, Cð½�τ;0�;RwÞ denotes the Banach space of continuous
functions mapping the interval ½�τ;0� into Rw endowed with the
supremum norm.

2. Problem formulation and preliminaries

2.1. Graph

We first give a brief introduction to some notation of graph as
found in [16]. A digraph G¼ ðV; EÞ is composed of a node set V ¼
f1;…;Ng and an edge set E ¼ fði; jÞ; i; jAV; ia jg. The neighbor set of
node i is defined as N i ¼ fj; ðj; iÞAEg. If there exists a set of edges
fði1; i2Þ;…; ðik�1; ikÞg in the digraph G, then ik is said to be reachable
from node i1. A digraph Gs ¼ ðVs; EsÞ, where VsDV and
EsDE \ ðVs � VsÞ, is a subgraph of the digraph G¼ ðV; EÞ. Given a set
of m digraphs fGi ¼ ðV; EiÞ; i¼ 1;…;mg, the digraph G¼ ðV; EÞ, where
E ¼⋃m

i ¼ 1Ei, is called the union of digraphs Gi, and is denoted by
G¼⋃m

i ¼ 1Gi. Associated with the digraph G, we define A¼ aij
� �

A

RN�N such that aii ¼ 0, aij40 3ðj; iÞAE. It is called the weighted
adjacency matrix of G.

To define a switching graph GσðtÞ, let P ¼ f1;2;…;ρg for some
positive integer ρ. We call a time function σðtÞ : ½0; þ1Þ-P ¼
f1;2;…;ρg a piecewise constant switching signal if there exists
a sequence 0¼ t0ot1ot2o⋯, satisfying tkþ1�tkZτ40 for
some constant τ and all kZ0 such that, for any kZ0 and for all
tA ½tk; tkþ1Þ, σðtÞ ¼ i for some iAP. P is called the switching
index set and τ is called the dwell time.

Given σðtÞ, we can define a switching digraph GσðtÞ ¼ ðV; EσðtÞÞ,
where EσðtÞDV � V for all tZ0. The other way around, given a
matrix AσðtÞ ¼ aijðtÞ

� �
ARN�N , where aiiðtÞ ¼ 0 and aijðtÞZ0;

i; j¼ 1;…;N, we can define a switching digraph GσðtÞ such that AσðtÞ
is the weighted adjacency matrix of GσðtÞ. Then, GσðtÞ is called the
digraph of AσðtÞ.

2.2. Problem formulation

In this paper, we will study the cooperative output regulation
problem of linear time-delay multi-agent systems of the form

_xiðtÞ ¼ AixiðtÞþ
Xr
j ¼ 0

Bijuiðt�τjÞþEivðtÞ; tZ0

ymiðtÞ ¼ C ixiðtÞþ
Xr
j ¼ 0

Dijuiðt�τjÞþF ivðtÞ; tZ0

eiðtÞ ¼ CixiðtÞþ
Xr
j ¼ 0

Dijuiðt�τjÞþFivðtÞ; tZ0

xiðθÞ ¼ xi0ðθÞ; vðθÞ ¼ v0ðθÞ; θA ½�τr ;0� ð1Þ
where for i¼ 1;…;N, xiðtÞARni , uiðtÞARmi , ymiðtÞARpmi , and
eiðtÞARpi , are the state, input, measurement output, and tracking
error of the ith subsystem, respectively, τj; j¼ 1;…; r are positive
real numbers representing the time-delays in the system input
and satisfying 0¼ τ0oτ1o⋯oτr , and vðtÞARq is the exogenous
signal representing the reference input to be tracked or/and dis-
turbance to be rejected and is assumed to be generated by the
exosystem of the form

_vðtÞ ¼ SvðtÞ; tZ0: ð2Þ
We assume xi0ACð½�τr ;0�;Rni Þ; i¼ 1;…;N; and v0ACð½�τr ;0�;RqÞ.

The plant composed of (1) and (2) can be viewed as a multi-
agent system with the exosystem (2) as the leader and the N
subsystems of (1) as the followers. Associated with this multi-
agent system, and a given piecewise constant switching signal σðtÞ,
we can define a nonnegative matrix AσðtÞ ¼ aijðtÞ

� �
ARðNþ1Þ�ðNþ1Þ,

i; j¼ 0;1;…;N, where aiiðtÞ ¼ 0; i¼ 0;1;…;N and aijðtÞ40; i¼ 1;…;

N; j¼ 0;1;…;N if and only if ui(t) can access the information of
agent j for control at the time instant t. Let GσðtÞ ¼ ðV ; EσðtÞÞ be a
digraph of AσðtÞ. Then, V ¼ f0;1;…;Ng with the node 0 associated
with the exosystem (2) and all the other nodes associated with the
N subsystems (1), and ði; jÞAEσðtÞ if and only if ajiðtÞ40. We use
N iðtÞ to denote the neighbor set of node i at the time instant t. If
AσðtÞ is constant for all tZ0, we say that the digraph GσðtÞ is static.

As in [2], we will consider two classes of control laws as
follows:

(1) Distributed dynamic state feedback:

uiðtÞ ¼ KixiðtÞþK iηiðtÞ; i¼ 1;…;N

_η iðtÞ ¼ SηiðtÞþμ
X

jAN iðtÞ
aijðtÞ ηjðtÞ�ηiðtÞ

� �0
@

1
A

ηiðθÞ ¼ ηi0ðθÞ; θA ½�τr ;0� ð3Þ

(2) Distributed dynamic measurement output feedback:

uiðtÞ ¼ KiziðtÞþK iηiðtÞ; i¼ 1;…;N

_η iðtÞ ¼ SηiðtÞþμ
X

jAN iðtÞ
aijðtÞ ηjðtÞ�ηiðtÞ

� �0
@

1
A

_ziðtÞ ¼ AiziðtÞþ
Xr
j ¼ 0

Bijuiðt�τjÞþEiηiðtÞ

þLi C iziðtÞþ
Xr
j ¼ 0

Dijuiðt�τjÞþF iηiðtÞ�ymiðtÞ
0
@

1
A

ηiðθÞ ¼ ηi0ðθÞ; ziðθÞ ¼ zi0ðθÞ; θA ½�τr ;0� ð4Þ
where η0ðtÞ ¼ vðtÞ, μ is some positive number, KiARmi�ni ,
K iARmi�q, LiARni�pmi are gain matrices to be determined later,
ηi0ACð½�τr ;0�;RqÞ and zi0ACð½�τr ;0�;Rni Þ.
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